Fact file:
Name: Tyrannosaurus rex
Pronounced: tie-RAN-oh-sore-us rex
Meaning of name: King of the tyrant lizards
Length: 12 metres
Diet: Carnivorous
When it lived: Late Cretaceous (67-65 million years ago)

Tyrannosaurus rex was one of the most fearsome animals of all time. Its powerful jaw had 60 teeth, some up to 20cm long.

The T. rex skull by the shop, is a replica of a fossil called Stan, named after Stan Sacrison who discovered it. If you look closely you can see there is a hole on the top left jaw and a missing piece of skull at the back. The size and shape of these holes suggest another T. rex bit Stan, but because it had started to heal, Stan must have lived to tell the tale.

With thanks to Wednesday Batchelor for the drawings